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Astronomy is a magazine about the science
and hobby of astronomy. Based in
Waukesha, Wisconsin, it is produced by
Kalmbach Publishing. Astronomys readers
include those interested in astronomy, and
those who want to know about sky events,
observing techniques, astrophotography, +
amateur astronomy in general. Astronomy
was founded in 1973 by Stephen A.
Walther, a graduate of the University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point and amateur
astronomer. The first issue, August 1973,
consisted of 48 pages with five feature
articles and information about what to see
in the sky that month. Issues contained
astrophotos and illustrations created by
astronomical artists. Walther had worked
part time as a planetarium lecturer at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and
developed an interest in photographing
constellations at an early age. Although
even in childhood he was interested to
obsession in Astronomy, he did so poorly
in mathematics that his mother despaired
that he would ever be able to earn a living.
However he graduated in Journalism from
the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point,
and as a senior class project he created a
business plan for a magazine for amateur
astronomers. With the help of his brother
David, he was able to bring the magazine
to fruition.. He died in 1977. AstroMedia
Corp., the company Walther had founded
to publish Astronomy, brought in Richard
Berry as editor. Berry also created the
offshoot Odyssey, aimed at young readers,
and the specialized Telescope Making. In
1985,
Milwaukee
hobby
publisher
Kalmbach bought Astronomy. In 1992,
Richard Berry left the magazine and Robert
Burnham took over as chief editor.
Kalmbach discontinued Deep Sky and
Telescope Making magazines and sold
Odyssey. In 1996 Bonnie Gordon, now a
professor at Central Arizona College,
assumed the editorship. David J. Eicher,
the creator of Deep Sky, became chief
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Gravitational wave astronomy is an emerging new field of The Fierce People by Napoleon Chagnon This theory
explains why every galaxy has a black hole at its center, where In August of 2007, astronomers located a gigantic hole
in the universe. . Dawns Ceres Color Map Reveals Surface Diversity - SpaceRef Science Subsystem during Cassinis
91st encounter with Titan on April 5, 2013. . Cosmic eye candy. Astronautics and Aeronautics, 1991-1995. NASA
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